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(Piano Solo). This piano solo keepsake edition features classics from Volumes 1, 2 & 3 plus 3 new

"bonus" arrangements. Includes: Change My Heart, Oh God * Doxology * Give Thanks * He Is

Exalted * Lamb of God * Lord, Be Glorified * Thy Word * We Bow Down * We Worship and Adore

You * more. Spiral bound.
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A large collection of his arrangements of all sorts. Doesn't have his best and most original

arrangements but there is always something you can find quickly to play for communion or an

"every day" pre-or postlude. I prefer his more original and difficult arrangements, but they take a little

longer to learn, and sometimes you just need something you can put together quickly that still

sounds good. Mostly praise song arrangements, but there are several "interludes" that can be used

when you need quiet background music or can even be expanded for communion. Our church has

communion every Sunday which is a lot of songs over a month - 8-10. This book contains many that



aren't too long and are suitable. As it's a large collection, there are several repeats from some of his

other books which doesn't bother me in the least as I know with Mark, I can always put together

music for a Sunday morning.

This is a compilation of 3 or 4 "older" books previously issued. have used those over & overfor many

years. My old books were torn & now have loose pages. I still wanted to usethis book in order to the

songs to have the songs in good condition. The book is definitelyworth it. There is a wide variety of

songs. All about 3 to 3 1/2 min. long. I have been a churchpianist from the year l968. I guess you

could say I am somewhat experienced. I have usedthese songs for 7 to 8 minute preludes - much of

the time combining 2 or 3 for medleys.You would be happy with this purchase. I even bought one for

a fellow church pianist. Doesnot have printed lyrics. Does have some shorter/separate Interludes

which sometimes is helpful totransition between songs. Song titles: "I Exalt Thee", "Come, Let Us

Worship & Bow Down", "ThinkAbout His Love", "Change My Heart, O God", "He Is Exalted", etc.

TRY THIS!

I am generally a fan of Mark Hayes' piano arrangements, and this is the only book from him that has

disappointed me. Very few of the arrangements really stand out as excellent to me compared to his

usual standard of creativity and uniqueness. Part of it, I suppose, is that I'm less familiar with many

of these songs. But the musical quality is lower than normal, for Mark Hayes. Many of the

arrangements are just thoughtless arpeggiations and block chords for pages and pages...Maybe I'm

crazy. Compared to his other work, this book just doesn't cut it for me.

Really liked this songbook. I just started some osteo-arthritis in my fingers and my hands ache the

next day after I play for a while from this book. I assume it is because there are a lot of octaves (you

are often playing 4 notes at a time with the right hand). My hands can't handle the octave spread for

prolonged periods. But the music is very beautiful, perfect for church preludes and offertories.

Beautiful runs on the left hand. Really nice medleys of favorite praise songs and hymns.

This is an excellent piano solo book, I got it for my sister (who plays piano better than I) and every

time I walk by the piano it seems she is showing me yet another absolutely amazing arrangement

from this book! She can hardly put it down. It's a great book, and it is really neat how you can "play

through" the entire book (it has all the key changes and interludes needed to do so). In short, it was

a great purchase!



Good book. Some of the pieces tend to ramble on to much but still a good buy.

Mark Hayes is a master of creating arrangements that reflect the message of the song rather than

simply showing off the talent of the performer. I have used his music arrangements constantly

during the last 20 years, and I buy all his new arrangements the minute they come out. Not only do I

use these transcriptions for my own piano solo work, but I also utilize them as topnotch

accompaniments for both vocal and instrumental soloists during the worship service.Don't pass this

up!

Awesome book for the advanced intermediate player. Many of the songs are more than 4 minutes

long so if you're thinking prelude or postlude, these may be long. I've played a number of them at

church already but there are quite a few that are too difficult to work up.....I hate 4 sharps! or 6 flats!

.....otherwise would recommend this book to the person who just wants to sit and play music. Great

arrangements!
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